Is it Too Late for Grad School???
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What do you think?
Surprise!

It’s not too late!
Potential Concerns
Potential Concerns

Age Gap With Classmates
Potential Concerns

Technology is Too Advanced
Potential Concerns

Might Take Too Long to Make a Difference in My Career
Potential Concerns

I’m Too Old to be Admitted
Potential Concerns

I Don’t Know How to Start
Things to Consider

- Time management
- Setting expectations for yourself, family, others
- Make your graduate application count
  - Prepare for scholarly activities
- Entrance exams
Final TIPS
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Final TIPS

1. Prepare for the Physical Challenge of Grad School
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Final TIPS

1. Prepare for the Physical Challenge of Grad School
2. Know your Passion and Reason for Grad School
3.
Final TIPS

1. Prepare for the Physical Challenge of Grad School
2. Know your Passion and Reason for Grad School
3. With Age Comes Experience
QUESTIONS?
Thanks for Joining us Today!

Further Questions:
Email: GoGrad@unt.edu
Phone: 940-565-2383